APPENDIX 1

Measuring

Measuring total length of a small mammal.  x 1/2.

Measuring length of tail of a small mammal.  x 1/2.

Measuring height of ear form notch in a small mammal.  x 2.

Measuring length of hind foot of a small mammal by means of a transparent (plastic) rule.  x 3/4.
APPENDIX 1

Cutting

Completing initial incision in order to allow skinning of a small animal. X 3/4

Hind leg skinned out preparatory to severing leg immediately below knee. X 3/4

Cutting off knee. X 1/3.

Showing several steps to be taken in separating neck from the skull that is left attached to the skin. X 1/2.
APPENDIX 1

Tying, Stuffing, Sewing

Wing-bones tied together. X 1/2.

Cotton body in place. X 1/2.

Sewing together cut edges of a stuffed skin. X 1/2.

Stuffed skin pinned down to dry. X 1/3.
Skin wrapped in thin layer of cotton (on left), laid on back to dry. Dried skin (on right) from which cotton wrapping has been removed. Each x 1/2.